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ABSTRACT

Tuberculosis (TB) is one of the most important public health problems in the world and has been declared as a global emergency by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1993. Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) is one of the first developed vaccines to prevent TB. Unfortunately, BCG vaccine has had a limited duration of protection and has shown controversial and variable levels of efficacy, especially against pulmonary TB. On the other hand, efforts in production of new forms of this vaccine have been in vain and revaccination is not considered as a suitable strategy to control the disease. Considering that TB affects adults mostly between the ages of 15 and 59, pulmonary TB is more common than disseminated TB and BCG vaccine has had a minimal effect on the global burden of pulmonary TB. Before introducing a new, safe and effective vaccine, combined strategies in the field of control and treatment of TB rather than vaccination are necessary.
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INTRODUCTION

Although it was believed in 2002 that tuberculosis (TB) is under control or at least controllable in high income countries[1], the prevalence of TB has been increasing for reasons including: 1) poverty and severe socio-economic class differences between the rich and the poor population groups in various communities (not only in the developing countries but also in certain groups of the developed countries), 2) demographic changes such as the increasing world population, changing population age pyramid, migration, poor hygiene in countries experiencing severe economic crisis and civil strife, 3) the global HIV/AIDS pandemic, 4) drug or alcohol abuse and malnutrition [2-3] and 5) challenges in the diagnosis and treatment of TB [4-5]. For these reasons, in 1993, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the TB epidemic as a global public health emergency [1]. In 2014, 9.6 million new cases of TB and 1.5 million deaths (1.1 million among the HIV-negative people and 0.4 million among the HIV-positive people) were estimated by WHO. Globally, 3.3% of new cases and 20% of previously-treated TB patients were infected with multidrug-resistant strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MDR-TB) [6]. A review of the current studies shows that the effectiveness of BCG vaccine depends on several factors while the vaccine is not efficient in the management of pulmonary TB, especially in adults and new vaccines are needed in order to control this disease. This paper has reviewed these factors which affect the efficacy of the vaccine and has emphasized on the necessity of special attention to other factors affecting the control and prevention of the disease until the development of new and effective vaccines.

MATERIALS and METHODS

For each subject, a review of electronic sources was carried out on PubMed and Google Scholar using appropriate key words such as BCG vaccine, indication, efficacy, pulmonary tuberculosis, prevention and control.

Tuberculosis prevention strategies
TB can be prevented by the following strategies:

1- Primary prevention strategies: These strategies are aimed to prevent new cases of TB infection by means of:
   • Vaccination
   • Preventive therapy
   • Environmental controls such as ventilation and indirect ultraviolet irradiation (implemented only in hospitals)

2- Secondary prevention strategies: aimed to prevent TB disease and to block the progression of TB infection to the active form of the disease or to reduce the spreading of the infection in the population by means of:
   • Early diagnosis of TB
   • Rapid finding of the active cases
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• Screening programs for the detection of active TB patients
• Identification and testing of the high-risk groups such as healthcare workers, homeless persons, immunocompromised individuals, people traveling or living in the endemic areas, people living in the institutions (e.g. nursing homes, prisons, shelters, schools, child care centers, rehabilitation facilities and treatment facilities)
• Isolation and quarantining of the suspected individuals
• Contact investigation by healthcare workers in order to identify people who may have been exposed to the active patients
• Treatment of latent TB infection
• Treatment of active disease cases
• Treatment of HIV co-infection cases and prevention of mixing of TB and HIV patients in healthcare centers
• Treatment of drug resistant TB
• Education of healthcare workers for quick detection and prompt referral to medical services as well as the population about signs and symptoms of the disease in order to reduce the risk of transmission to others and seeking medical care

All practices within these strategies must be performed according to approved and written policies and protocols of a comprehensive TB management program [7-12]. Obviously, among these strategies, vaccination which plays a major role in the prevention and control of TB should be considered as the main focus.

History and applications of BCG

BCG, named after the family names of Albert Calmette and Camille Guérin) is attenuated live bovine tuberculosis bacillus, Mycobacterium bovis which was developed in 1919 and has been used for humans since 1921. BCG vaccine is mostly prepared from three strains of Pasteur 1173P2, Danish 1331 and Tokyo 172 [13-15]. The vaccine is basically used for prevention of TB; however other applications have been reported for it, including:
• Protection against leprosy [16-17]
• Protection or delay in Buruli ulcer [18]
• Immunotherapy of cancers such as bladder cancer [19], colorectal cancer [20], lung cancer [21] malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor [22] and melanoma [23]
• Diseases such as multiple sclerosis [24-26] and Parkinson's [27-29] in animal models

The efficacy of BCG

The main intended use of BCG is prevention of TB. However unfortunately, after more than 90 years of the administration of the vaccine, the investigations point out that the efficacy of the vaccine has shown different outcomes. For example, this vaccine prevents serious types of the disease in children such as meningitis TB and miliary TB; however, its efficacy in adults has been highly variable. Meanwhile, older people who are most likely to spread the disease and have the highest risk of death from TB remain unprotected [6, 29]. The efficacy of BCG vaccine has been varied from 0 to 80% in different populations of the world [30-31]. For example, the results of two meta-analysis studies have shown that vaccination with BCG has decreased the risk of TB in all types of the disease (~50%) [32] as well as meningitis and miliary forms (excluding the pulmonary TB) for at least 70% in children [33]. Interestingly, a follow-up study has revealed the complete lack of protective efficacy against pulmonary TB in adults [34-35]. In terms of duration of the protection, BCG vaccine protects children for about 10 years [36]; however, there is a limited evidence for the periods of more than 10 years. For instance, a study looking at Native Americans vaccinated with BCG in the 1930s, has found evidence of the protection even 50 to 60 years after the immunization [37]. On the other hand, BCG revaccination has not provided additional protection [38]. Principally, revaccination is not considered as a strategy to control the disease [39].

Why is the vaccine efficacy variable?

A number of possible reasons for the variable efficacy of BCG in different countries can be summarized as:
• The type of culture medium[30] and the differences in BCG vaccine strains [40]
• The route of administration [41]
• Genetic variation in the studied populations [42]
• The masking effect: It happens when exposure to environmental mycobacteria such as M. avium, M. marinum and M. intracelluar does not induce additional specific immune responses against mycobacteria while BCG does not induce specific immune responses. This effect is called masking, because the protection effect of BCG is masked by the previous non-specific immune responses against environmental mycobacteria. This effect has been shown in a study of school children in England and Malawi [43-44]
• Blocking hypothesis: According to this hypothesis that has been studied in mice, the immune responses against environmental mycobacteria can prevent the BCG proliferation in the vaccinee and thus the optimal immune response is not achieved with BCG vaccination [45].
• Parasitic co-infections: Simultaneous infection with certain parasitic diseases can change the immune response from Th1 (the response required to prevent TB disease) to Th2 and therefore BCG vaccine loses its efficacy [46].
• The effect of ultraviolet radiation: It has been shown that ultraviolet radiation type B (UVB) reduces the vaccine efficacy in guinea pigs [47].
• Oxidant-dependent immune responses: This hypothesis states that reducing BCG antioxidants enhances the immunogenicity and the balance between the host-generated oxidants and the microbial antioxidants affects the risk of developing pulmonary TB [14].

Necessity and approach to produce new vaccines

The WHO [6] and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) have emphasized on the necessity of developing new vaccines to replace BCG against infection of M. tuberculosis [48]. Unfortunately, efforts in this field have been in vain yet. Different strategies have been considered to replace BCG vaccine including the application of the live whole cell, inactivated the whole cell as well as DNA and subunit vaccines [49]. Among these strategies, two of them using live vaccines and subunit vaccines are of the most interest [50].

In genetic manipulation, pathogenic genes are eliminated, or new genes are added to M. bovis in order to enhance the vaccine efficacy such as producing BCG without urease that presents more mycobacterial antigens to Tcell receptor. In the
subunit vaccines, instead of the entire bacterium, particular antigens or epitopes (the specific parts of antigens that best stimulate the immune system) are recombinantly expressed and used as vaccines [51]. Different categories of vaccine candidates are summarized at Table 1 [52].

Table 1. Category and development phase of TB vaccine candidates

A) Viral vectored booster vaccines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccine Name</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Primary type</th>
<th>Development phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MVA85A</td>
<td>Modified vaccinia virus Ankara expressing Ag85A</td>
<td>Booster vaccine</td>
<td>Phase 2b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5Ag85A</td>
<td>Recombinant adenovirus 5 expressing Ag85A</td>
<td>Booster vaccine</td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad35</td>
<td>Recombinant adenovirus 35 expressing Ag85A-Ag85B-TB10.4 fusion protein</td>
<td>Booster vaccine</td>
<td>Phase 1/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B) Protein adjuvant booster vaccines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccine Name</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Primary type</th>
<th>Development phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1/IC31</td>
<td>ESAT6-Ag85B fusion protein + IC31 adjuvant</td>
<td>Booster vaccine</td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyVac4</td>
<td>TB10.4-Ag85B fusion protein + IC31 adjuvant</td>
<td>Booster vaccine</td>
<td>Phase 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID93/GLA-SE</td>
<td>Rv2608-Rv3619-Rv3620-Rv1813 fusion protein + GLA-SE adjuvant</td>
<td>Booster vaccine</td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H56/IC31</td>
<td>Ag85B-ESAT6-Rv2660c fusion protein + IC31 adjuvant</td>
<td>Booster vaccine</td>
<td>Phase 1/2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M72/AS01E</td>
<td>Mtb39a-Mtb32a fusion protein + AS01E adjuvant</td>
<td>Booster vaccine</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C) Priming vaccines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccine Name</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Primary type</th>
<th>Development phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VPM1002</td>
<td>Recombinant BCG strain</td>
<td>Priming vaccine</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTBVAC</td>
<td>Live-attenuated Mycobacterium tuberculosis</td>
<td>Priming vaccine</td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D) Therapeutic vaccines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccine Name</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Primary type</th>
<th>Development phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUTI</td>
<td>Detoxified liposomal fragments of Mycobacterium tuberculosis</td>
<td>Therapeutic vaccine</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycobacterium vaccae</td>
<td>Whole inactivated Mycobacterium vaccae</td>
<td>Therapeutic vaccine</td>
<td>Phase 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As indicated, there are several candidates in different development phases; however, it should not be forgotten that primary immunogenic response in animal models cannot necessarily lead to an effective vaccine in humans, as seen for MVA85A [53]. According to the WHO reports, it is expected that one or two of these candidates would enter phase 3 of the clinical trials within the next two to three years and only one vaccine would be approved to be used in 2020 [6, 54].

On the other hand, the investments on production of new vaccines represent a small percentage of the disease control funds. From the amount of $46.7 billion which was allocated by WHO for TB control between 2011 and 2015, only 4% ($1.9 billion) had been considered for the production of new vaccines. It is noteworthy that despite the reduction of investments between 2009 and 2010 on research and development of TB control, the amounts of investments on the control of the disease was increased from $363 million in 2005 to $630 million in 2012. However, this increase was not sufficient at all, since between 2013 and 2015, it is estimated that $8 billion was required for control and treatment of TB in the low- and middle-income countries [6, 54].

**TB in Iran**

According to the official report of Iran’s Ministry of Health, the incidence rate of all TB forms decreased from 142 cases per 100,000 in 1964 to 14 cases per 100,000 in 2015; however, it must be considered that 71% of TB cases are pulmonary ones [55]. A cross-sectional study has shown that the trend of TB smear positive incidence rate, relapses cases and mortality have been reduced in Iran from 2001 to 2008. Although successes in case detection of the disease have been reported (2.5%), the average annual percentage change (AAPC) of TB treatment has decreased by 0.5% during 2001-2008. The trends of TB cases are higher in both sexes over 65 years of age [56].

Based on a case-control descriptive study which has been conducted in Tehran province from 2001 to 2003, BCG vaccine efficacy and protection rate against pulmonary TB were reported to be 57% and 20%, respectively [57]. On the other hand, the results of a prediction study (using Box-Jenkins models) show an increasing trend of TB cases in Iran [58]. Considering the fact that Iran has long borders with Afghanistan and Pakistan which are regarded as high-burden countries for TB in the Eastern Mediterranean Region, in addition to the low efficacy of BCG vaccine, increasing trend of TB cases in Iran, especially in over 65 year old people and the ageing population (10.5% and 21.7% of total population in 2001 to 2008, respectively) [59], call for an urgent and comprehensive program for prevention and control of TB in this country.

**Global Context of BCG Vaccination**

The Department of Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals (IVB) of the WHO has initiated a call for nominations of experts to serve on a SAGE Working Group on the use of BCG vaccine [60]. This Working Group will be asked to review the scientific evidence in order to perform a revision of the global policy on the use of BCG. The following elements must be reviewed:

- Country practices in the use of BCG including that of targeted vaccination in low TB prevalence countries as well as the threshold applied to decide on stopping the vaccination
- TB epidemiology as well as the epidemiology of leprosy
- Trends in antibiotic resistance and their implications for BCG use
- The safety, effectiveness and duration of the protection afforded by the administration of BCG (in a strain specific analysis) in different age groups and according to HIV status and for different outcomes (i.e. death, pulmonary disease and infection) and
assessment of the effect of booster doses (including a comparison of the effect of BCG booster/revaccination with alternative protection (e.g. isoniazid preventive therapy)

- The effects of BCG co-administration with other vaccines administered at birth (e.g. OPV and hepatitis B) or later in life (e.g. co-administration with DTP containing vaccines and specifically pentavalent vaccine)

- The economic burden of TB and cost-effectiveness of vaccination as well as modeling data to inform BCG vaccination strategies (including vaccination in the context of other control strategies)

- The potential role of BCG in the control of leprosy

In addition, the Working Group will be briefed on the TB vaccine candidates’ development status and will consider BCG improvement strategies that may have implications for beneficial non-specific vaccine effects of the current BCG.

CONCLUSION

TB mortality due to several complex medical and social factors is increasing worldwide and now the disease is a global issue which needs urgent attention. For this reason, a global reaction in order to prevent and control TB is deemed necessary. Unfortunately, the control and treatment of TB are very complicated due to many reasons which can be listed as poor diagnosis, failure to comply with the standard treatment protocols, multidrug-resistant strains, poverty and demographic changes, the global HIV/AIDS pandemic, lack of supervision and monitoring of full course treatments in patients, incomplete follow-up of at-risk-people and improper planning. On the other hand, BCG vaccine has a limited duration of protection and does not play a role for TB prevention and especially, pulmonary TB in adults. Hence, instead of attempts to manufacture new effective vaccines, it seems that more priority should be given to other TB control and prevention efforts. Some of these efforts include finding new diagnosis techniques for early detection, proper treatment and monitoring of detected cases of multidrug-resistant strains of TB, investigation for new drugs, full access to services related to TB control programs, early detection of AIDS as well as quarantining and isolation of suspicious cases at the international borders. These activities are not fruitful unless an overall TB control strategy is planned which should include written policies and procedures, appropriate laws and adequate staff, funding, networks and coalitions with the community groups to assist with implementation of TB control programs and providing a basis for evaluating the progress towards the program targets.
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